business automation software

10 ways to supercharge your ERP output
Strategies for creating engaging, richly formatted and dynamic ERP documents - maximise your
company’s efficiency by automating labour intensive processes and capitalise on your corporate
communication potential.

Foreword
This e-Book is essential reading for executives, business managers and IT analysts and makes a compelling case to take
a fresh look at many of your long forgotten ERP output processes.
Does your company need Enterprise ERP Output Management?
After 25 years of working within the IT industry I’ve seen lots of interesting challenges faced by businesses. Throughout
this time, a consistent issue faced by many organisations is how to use the company’s resources in the best possible
way and I’d like to share some of my thoughts on this topic.
Working Smart
Most companies run a pretty tight ship. A typical manufacturing business may have streamlined its staffing costs,
reduced the administration overhead, set up manufacturing partners in China and perhaps started selling products and
services over the web. They've worked hard to maintain their competitiveness and are proud of their achievements...
and so they should be. But, walk into any company, large or small, and you'll still find mountains of paper – and this is
the tip of the iceberg, hidden beneath the paper is often a myriad of manual paper based procedures, gradually sucking
time and resource from the organisation like a giant leach.
Are you a busy fool?
Sometimes we seem to work harder and harder but never go forward. Enterprise ERP Output Management is all about
working smart. In other words, as your business grows use the staff you’ve got in a more efficient way, rather than
employing more and more people. So many successful companies fail to make the profits they deserve as they’re
continually taking on additional staff just to cope with out-dated and clumsy paper based procedures.
..ERP Output Management is rather like a dedicated worker, who works 24 x 7 and never asks for a pay rise!
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Why the need?
Successful companies are agile, responsive and efficient – they react quickly to market conditions and communicate effectively
with their customers and business partners. Unfortunately, many ERP systems aren’t engineered to cope with frequent
changes to communication methods and file formats. So why do you need the Formate eVo ERP Output Management s/w?
Because your ERP system won’t give you the control your business needs, in today’s competitive world!
Most modern ERP systems will print or email a document but the business logic is fairly simplistic. Once you start pushing the
boundaries with advanced document design and complex business logic, life gets difficult and a typical report writer will start
to burst at the seams.

Formate eVo is for companies who want to supercharge their ERP output allowing rapid customisation of output with
advanced business logic and rules. Using Formate eVo software you can create engaging, richly formatted, and dynamic
documents from virtually any data source, delivered in dozens of formats and in over 20 languages.
See schematic outline overleaf.
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ERP Output Management - Schematic
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Customer

Don’t compromise - What’s your perfect document?

Formate eVo’s powerful layout designer means you can rapidly design the document your business demands,
not what you’ve had to put up with!
Whether it’s an invoice, XML order, SMS text, marketing flyer, pick-list or pallet label, you can rapidly create
the output your organisation needs. See overleaf for an example.
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Don’t compromise - What’s your perfect document?
Apply branding for
each customer

Incorporate dynamic
customer messages

Add a goods returns
label with barcode

Don’t miss our Open
Day on 28th June 2016

Automatically add
OMR for auto stuffing
into envelopes

Add customer specific
offers

Add useful
product
information

Drive new orders with
discount strategies
QR 2D barcode

Any element of the form can be turned on, or off based on predefined logic, or can be conditional
based on the values in the input data stream (e.g. if the account code starts with a “T”, it’s a trade
customer, so apply the trade logo and offer 1).
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Intelligent Document Delivery

Formate eVo is all about flexibility and freedom. There’s
no limit on users, the number of output methods or any
other crazy limitation.
Common output methods and formats include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Email (HTML supported)
Fax
SMS Text
HTML
Print
Database (MS SQL, MySQL, Oracle)
MS SharePoint, Excel and Word
Document Management System (e.g. infoRouter)
FTP
EDI
Shared Drive

Reviewer
In some instances, you don’t want to send a document to your customer (e.g. for zero value statements), or
perhaps you want to change the delivery method (e.g. email the document rather than post). To help in this
scenario, we’ve created the Reviewer module, which lets you hold all the output prior to sending with the
option to delete, or change the delivery method.
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Traceable Document Delivery
The timely delivery of documents is vital to any business, be it an invoice so you are paid on time or an urgent purchase order
to buy crucial stock. Over the last decade we’ve seen a significant move towards the delivery of business documents via email.
Whilst significantly reducing cost, an email isn’t the perfect answer – emails can go missing due to spam filters, blacklists or
incorrect email addresses.
Formate eVo now connects seamlessly to the ParetoPost document delivery service.
ParetoPost™ is a secure web portal for delivering business critical documents – it is ideal for invoices, statements, purchase
orders, delivery notes, contracts or any document where traceability is vital.

Unlike email, when you send a document via ParetoPost™ you’ll know if the recipient has viewed the
document, downloaded it or even added notes – your credit controller will love it!
For more info, go to:
http://www.paretopost.co.uk/
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Traceable Document Delivery

Upload documents

Sender
Email
Notification

Traceability
The sender will have full visibility when the receiver
views a document, downloads it, or adds notes.

View &
Download
Documents
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Receiver

Traceable Document Delivery – Receiver’s View

When the receiver logs on to their ParetoPost portal and accesses their latest correspondence, they
are presented with a view of the document, the document information and an area to add notes.
They can also download a copy for future reference.
return to contents page
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Traceable Document Delivery – Sender's View
When the sender logs on to their ParetoPost portal, they
will have full visibility of who has viewed what and
when.

ParetoPost™ is all about
traceability and control.
These 3 icons show the
customer’s interaction
with the document.
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Working with PDFs

PDF has become the de facto standard file format for document exchange as it preserves all the fonts, formatting, colours, and
graphics of any source document.
It’s now common place to send a sales invoice, to receive a ticket reservation, or download the T&Cs for your car insurance, all
in PDF format. With this in mind, it’s crucial that any document automation software can create, edit, manage and distribute
PDF files. Formate eVo has lots of really useful facilities to work with PDF documents.
These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create and dynamically name PDF files from ERP, XML, CSV, XLS or EDI data
Edit PDF
Extract Text from a PDF
Set Custom PDF Security (restrict editing or printing)
Sign and Encrypt a PDF (add a digital signature & 256 bit AES Encryption)
Intelligently print PDF documents (print specific pages from specific paper trays)

See overleaf a schematic diagram of how Formate eVo can be used to intelligently receive, validate and
extract meta-data from PDF purchase invoices received via email.
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Working with PDFs an example
Suppliers

Paper Purchase Invoices

PDF Purchase Invoices

Formate
Process

invoices@acme.co.uk
polls for new emails

Send email
receipt to
supplier



Stage 1 – Check supplier



Legacy
Scanning
Process

Index & OCR
Reject

Stage 2 – Extract meta-data from PDF/XML/XLS
Stage 3 – Publish to workflow or DMS
Stage 4 – Activity report
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DMS & Workflow

Printing of PDFs
Many of the latest generation ERP/CRM systems, now output documents and reports in PDF format, but
don’t have a facility to intelligently print PDFs files.
The Formate PDF Printing facility will take pages from existing PDFs and send them to a printer with
complete control over:
•Which pages are included, and in what order
•How the page content is scaled and positioned
•Printer settings such as which paper tray to feed from (even down to individual pages)
•How the print is split into separate print jobs in the Windows spooler
•What happens to the PDF afterwards
•And much more
A single print job can contain pages from several PDFs, and the whole process can be controlled from an
XML metadata file to allow it to be automated and driven from other applications.
See overleaf an example where 3 types of travel document, all from different data sources, are combined
into a single document and printed.
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Printing of PDFs an example

Insurance Company

Booking System
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Combining and sorting documents
ERP data

Shared Drive

CRM

There are many instances where you need to combine documents (or data) from multiple sources into one.
This may be to add supplier specific T&Cs to a purchase order, or perhaps product information to a
customer facing letter. Using Formate eVo, you can replace these manual processes with an automated
service.
See overleaf for a customer example, where Formate eVo is used to combine delivery notes (from 3 data
sources), onto the customer sales invoice.
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Combining and sorting documents – an example
Here’s how one of our customers combines POD’s (from 3 different sources)
with the final Sales Invoice.

Delivered to customer

Delivery Note

Sales Invoice

Signed POD
UK Mail API (XML)

Sales Invoice
Delivery Note
Signed POD

Scan (Paper)

POP3 Email (Tiff)

Email or print
return to contents page
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Marketing – Banners and offers
Every message you send creates an
impression, reinforces your brand
and potentially drives new sales.
The average ERP invoice contains
the basic header, description and a
total…..it’s purpose is simple, to get
the money in!
Using Formate eVo you can make
your documents work a little harder
and drive sales and customer service
through truly customised and
interactive documents – in other
words, each customer can receive a
personalised communication
depending on their business
interests, prior purchases and
business sector.

Using the account code,
we can create a unique
document for each
customer

Insert marketing
images
Add or
remove
pages
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Marketing - HTML Emails
A richly formatted email can add interest and create a more
compelling message. Formate eVo allows the merging of
ERP, or other source data, into HTML email templates and
will automatically add the relevant attachment(s).
Formate eVo connects to virtually all email providers and
protocols.
Attach PDF sales invoice

Invoice Number extracted
from invoice spool file
Include special offers dependent
on the customer profile
Add announcements or
marketing messages
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Accessing data sources
Whilst Formate eVo excels at working with ERP data, it’s often necessary to
interact with 3rd party data sources to trigger a process or create the output
you need.
Typical applications include:
•
•
•

•
•

Email

Reading or writing to ODBC databases (e.g. add a serial number to an
invoice from 3rd party database)
Polling email accounts for web form replies, supplier invoices, EDI/XML
messages or workflow tasks
Extracting images from document management software to apply to ERP
documents (e.g. adding POD to the sales invoice, or a signature to a
purchase order)
Intelligently polling a watch folder for the arrival of a target file (e.g. the
arrival of an EDI file triggers a new order workflow)
Interact with a 3rd party API to read or write data (e.g. create an SMS text
through a cloud service API, or download a POD signature from your
delivery courier)

return to contents page
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ODBC
database

Shared drive

DMS

API

Courier

Posting Smart
The timely transmission of documents is vital - be it an invoice so you are paid on
time, or an urgent purchase order to buy crucial stock. How many times have you
asked the question: “Am I really sending this document in the most efficient and cost
effective way?”
Post is a classic example. It’s expensive, slow and sometimes very unreliable. Once delivered, it’s no better - post needs
opening, distributing and filing, all of which costs money. We are amazed that so many companies still persist in
distributing business documents such as invoices and statements by post.
Let’s get your attention with an example:
If a company delivers just 1,000 invoices and 500 statements per month, that’s a cost of:
1500 x £1 x 12 = £18,000 per annum *
Read on for ideas to streamline your postal processes.
transmission

*This assumes a letter costs £1 to deliver – this covers the stamp, envelope, printing and paper cost but
doesn’t include the environmental impact.
return to contents page
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OMR lines

Posting Smart - OMR

OMR for auto-folding and inserting

We have already discussed the benefits of reducing the number of documents
you deliver by post. However, some organisations have to send large volumes
of documents via post (e.g. letters to members of the public) and in this case
it’s beneficial to automate the way in which your post is fulfilled (fulfilled in
this context means the folding and inserting of documents into envelopes).
This is often a labour intensive process which can be prone to errors. It’s
never a good idea to send the wrong invoice to the wrong customer,
especially if the one client is on a larger discount!
Folding and inserting machines are available which will
take a batch of documents and automatically stuff
envelopes. The more advanced machines have an OMR
(Optical Mark Recognition) facility, or the ability to read
barcodes which indicate where a batch of documents (to
go into an envelope) start and finish. OMR codes often
appear as simple lines down the side of a document.
Using Formate eVo software, it’s a simple task to break a
print queue into discrete documents and intelligently add
the OMR or barcode required. Note: the same result can
be achieved with PDF files.
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Posting Smart – Hybrid Mail
Purchasing, maintaining and operating hardware (printers & folder inserters) just to put documents in the post can be
expensive and labour intensive. Many organisations prefer to use a 3rd party print and fulfilment bureau to provide this
service. In simple terms, you need to deliver print ready PDF documents with the appropriate document layout (the
address in the correct location , margins, whitespace etc.).
Formate eVo is an excellent tool for formatting your bulk business documents (sales invoices, statements, letters, bills,
etc.) and creating print ready PDF documents which are then sent (via SFTP) to your fulfilment partner.
This approach has two main benefits: a sizable reduction in your postal bill (typically >25%) and freeing up staff for
useful core activities.
Print and Fulfilment Bureau

Scheduled Secure FTP Upload
ERP Software

Sorting, Address Validation and
OMR process

Formate eVo
Print

Envelope Stuffing
Postal Service
return to contents page
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Barcodes and labels
Re-entering Label Information
Does your organization print barcode or product labels? If you are a manufacturer, retailer or distribution company then
I’m sure the answer is yes. Do you print your labels directly from your main business system, or via a standalone PC
application? If you print labels from a standalone PC application, it’s quite common to re-enter information which is
already held in your main ERP, or business system (e.g. order numbers, product codes etc.). This procedure wastes time
and often introduces keying errors. Formate eVo can be used to create the label directly from your business system,
perhaps being triggered much earlier in the order fulfilment process. It’s also intelligent, so depending on the data feed,
Formate eVo can automatically choose the correct label design, and decide what data needs to go on the label
The benefits of automating label production
can be sizeable; many hours of manual data
input may be saved per week and less errors
will mean less time spent fixing problems
caused by poorly labelled products or
packaging.
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Barcodes and labels
Driving thermal label printers with Formate eVo
Formate eVo can drive label printers either via their standard MS Windows print
driver or via their native control language (e.g. Zebra label printers use a
language called ZPL – Zebra Programming Language).
Using the native printer language is best where speed and print quality are
prerequisites. In the past if you wanted to drive a printer via its native control
language you had to customise your application, which was often time
consuming and costly. Formate eVo now has a “Direct Printing” function
designed specifically to generate native printer control codes. This means it’s
fast to create new label applications and you’re not spending valuable budget
on modifying your business system
Formate eVo supports 147 barcode symbologies, including all of the
common 2-D barcode types.

Royal Mail Barcode
UPS Maxicode
return to contents page
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Document management
Out of the box, Formate eVo has the ability to dynamically name PDF files and save them to a specific directory. For example,
Formate Evo can process a spool queue containing hundreds of invoices, apply some logic to split each invoice into a discrete
document and save each one to a specific location (shared drive), using the invoice number, account code and date as the
naming convention.
Using this method, we have a simple way of storing files electronically and retrieving them at a later date via the invoice number
or account code. As the files are in PDF format they can easily be viewed or perhaps reprinted.
However, this type of system does have limitations, some of which are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Security is limited to permission settings on the shared drive and associated folders
No ability to search across ranges of documents
No ability to search on other index fields (e.g. invoice value, company name, etc.)
No ability to perform complex Boolean searches (e.g. company name AND date)
No ability to perform full text searches across many documents (e.g. find all documents containing Part Number ‘BYZ87372L’)
Searching is slow if reliant on the Windows Explorer search facility
No ability to tie other types of documents to your PDF invoice (e.g. a scanned delivery note, drawing or customer letter)
Easy to delete documents by mistake

To overcome many of the issues highlighted above, Formate eVo has a document collaboration module to allow rapid
archiving and searching of Formate eVo created output – see overleaf for more info.
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Document management
The Formate eVo document collaboration module allows a company to integrate and organise many different
document types, or files into a single searchable portal. This can include images, paper documents, video forms,
CAD drawings, reports, faxes, emails or virtually any type of data. Using the Formate eVo information portal, users
can quickly search for documents using folders, full text or meta-data searches. Once they’ve found the document
they can, email, print, kick-off an approval workflow and much more - see overleaf for some of the advanced
document management facilities.
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Document management
All organisations generate a tremendous amount of paper and digital content. Proposals, contracts, customer profiles,
human resource files, financial reports, forms, announcements and memos are created day in and day out. Great
companies make the most of their corporate knowledge, whether its paper, digital media or in people’s heads.
The Formate eVo document collaboration module isn’t just a document archive, it pulls all your corporate IP into one
secure repository allowing you to apply version control, workflow approval, subscription, tasks and much more.
•
V2.1

•
•

•

•

Import your shared drives, or scan legacy
paper to create a secure and searchable
companywide repository
Add version control to drawings, quality
procedures, contracts, pricelists etc.
Deploy electronic forms and capture data
instantly – useful for H&S forms, expenses,
holiday requests etc.
Replace paper chains with workflow approval
processes – great for purchase invoice
approval, purchase requisitions, contract
approval, quality documents etc.
Customer Portals – Allow your customer or
suppliers to interact with documents relevant
to them via a secure partner portal
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•
•

•

•

•

Create ISO Period Review tasks for company
procedures and quality documentation
Monitor an email account (e.g.
invoices@acme.co.uk) and download
documents to kick off another process
MS Office Plugin – Capture all your emails
and Office documents at source and apply
version control
Subscribe to files important to you – any
changes and you’ll be automatically notified
via email
API – using the web services API you can
quickly integrate the Formate eVo
collaboration portal into your existing website
or ERP system
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Conclusion and Contact
Document Genetics hope this document has given you some fresh ideas regarding the way in which you could use
Formate eVo within your organisation. There are many more application areas we could have included…..
There’s lots more info on the Formate eVo website - http://www.formate-evo.com and we’ll be happy to provide a free
web demo or evaluation software.
We’ve purposely not gone into too much technical detail in this document concentrating on Formate eVo applications
rather than development. However, you have detailed questions, or would like to discuss any of the subjects in this
document in more detail, please contact us.

t: +44 (0)1604 671177
e: info@document-genetics.co.uk
w: www.document-genetics.co.uk
Document-Genetics
Hall Farm, Sywell Airport, Sywell, Northants, NN6 0BN
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Copyright
Copyright
The copyright in this work is vested in Document Genetics (a division of Extra Resource Ltd). This document is issued in
confidence, and may only be used for the purpose for which it has been supplied. It must not be reproduced in whole or
in part, or used for tendering, or manufacturing purposes, except under agreement with, or with the written consent of
Document Genetics and then only on the condition that this notice is included in any such reproduction. No information
as to the contents, or subject matter of this document or any part thereof arising directly, or indirectly therefrom shall be
given in writing or communication in any matter whatsoever to any third or competing party being an individual, firm, or
company, or any employee thereof without the prior consent in writing of Document Genetics.
Copyright © 2017 Document Genetics
Trademarks
Formate eVo is a registered trademark of Trilogic Ltd. All other product names and logos are trade and service marks of
their respective companies.
Disclaimer
The ideas, descriptions and Formate eVo functionality described in this document was accurate at the time of writing.
However, succeeding Formate eVo software products (and or third party products described) are subject to change
without notice. Some of the Formate eVo modules and third party products described in this document may form part of
the core Formate eVo product, or may be a chargeable option. Therefore, Document Genetics assumes no liability for
damages incurred directly, or indirectly from errors, omissions, or discrepancies between Formate eVo software, or other
products and this document.
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